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Time-of-ﬂight spectrometer conﬁgurations combined with position sensitive single particle counting detectors
have been simulated with a Monte Carlo code to ﬁnd an eﬃcient solution for coincident low energy electron
detection. Photoemission experiments on polycrystalline silver have been performed at a synchrotron radiation
facility with a likewise wide-angle ARPES (angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy) setup. Low-energy
electron pairs created from secondary electron emission have been detected in coincidence obtaining their full
momentum vectors.

1. Introduction
Time-of-ﬂight (TOF) spectrometers usually measure ﬂight time of
particles in order to resolve diﬀerent energies or masses. TOF spectrometer are around for many decades and in lots of diﬀerent designs such
as simple tubes Ref. [1], magnetic bottles Ref. [2], planar Ref. [3],
spherical Ref [4]. and cylindrical mirrors Ref. [5], among others. TOF
measurements can also turn into a powerful technique when dynamics
between two or more particles or between a system and single particles
are of interest. Then for example, a coincidence technique with momentum imaging such as a COLTRIMS system Ref. [6], also known as
Reaction Microscope, can give great opportunities to researcher.
From interaction with projectiles, COLTRIMS experiments record
many single reactions in series where ionized particles are projected
onto one or two time- and position-sensitive microchannel-plate (MCP)
detectors to get insight into quantum-mechanical systems. One detector
collects either positively or negatively charged particles. If two detectors and thus opposite polarities are used these are placed at opposite
directions from the interaction zone. A coincident event includes all
detected particles that belong to one single reaction. More than one
particle being registered at the same detector is commonly referred to
as a multi-hit event.
Since here only low-energy electrons (LEE) are considered, a single
detector biased for collection of negatively charged particles is suﬃcient. However, every coincident event must use the multi-hit capabilities of the detector, which needs to be as good as possible (with
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high quantum eﬃciency and small detection dead time for example)
because electrons are light and travel fast compared to ions: typically,
electrons will arrive within a few to few ten nanoseconds at the detector. Such a multi-hit position- and time-sensitive microchannel-plate
detector is for example the hexagonal delay-line anode Ref. [13] from
RoentDek which is used already in low energy electron spectrometers of
diﬀerent kinds. Large-area Hexanodes achieve considerable multi-hit
capability and high overall linearity due to intrinsic three-layer redundancy in combination with an auto-correcting software algorithm.
Examples of various LEE-TOF spectrometer equipped with such a detector are in Ref. [7–11] where the authors in Ref [7]. and in Ref [8].
measured also coincident electrons while the others are built for singleelectron angular-resolved photoemission experiments (Ref [10]. with a
standard square delay-line anode). There are also approaches where
coincident electrons are measured by two TOF analyzer Ref. [12], or
with a modiﬁed version of a WAL-Themis 1000 with +-30 °Wide Angular
Lens Ref. [14].
In this work, we try to ﬁnd the best approach to commercialize a
LEE-TOF spectrometer with maximized acceptance angle because coincident electrons require typically a measurement of the full 3D momentum space, which means not only all angles θ and φ (2π sr solid
angle) but also all kinetic energies of interest. This is due to the fact that
information about emission kinematics is shared between two electrons
(for simplicity only two-electron events are considered here) and additional observables such as “energy sharing”, center of mass or the
emission angle between two electrons are of interest. A transition
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between a certain initial and ﬁnal state in the one-electron picture will
turn into a two-particle ﬁnal state that spans additional dimensions. A
pair of electrons can show in principle any energy sharing. Uneven
sharing requires the measurement of very diﬀerent kinetic energies simultaneously. In a photoemission experiment this would be from 0 eV
to hν - 2*Φ where hν corresponds to the photon energy and Φ is the
work function of the sample. In other words, the coincidence rate gets
bigger with higher acceptance angles and also with larger energy
windows of the spectrometer which is one reason why references [7]
and [8] have a much bigger overall momentum acceptance than all
other mentioned TOF-spectrometers Ref. [9–12]. On the down side a
higher acceptance angle comes with less resolution because more momentum space must be projected onto the same detection area and
mostly within the same time of ﬂight window.
Besides cases when in a coincidence experiment the emission timezero for TOF is indicated by another detected particle, most single
particle TOF-detection applications require a pulsed excitation source
with reasonable repetition rate (1 kHz to 10 MHz). While some sources
like intense and ultra-short laser systems are always pulsed, others such
as a Synchrotron or a simple electron gun can be driven in a feasible
pulsed mode. Continuous wave sources may produce suﬃcient detection statistics in shorter time but often this is not the case due to other
limitations like data acquisition speed or the maximum throughput of
microchannel plates.

Fig. 1. Typical electron trajectory at large emission angle θ in a short spectrometer with homogeneous electrostatic ﬁeld. The detector is simpliﬁed here as a
dark grey disc (MCP stack) with a ﬁeld-guarding mesh (light grey disc) just on
top, serving as the positively biased spectrometer end plate. The target (green)
facing towards the detector is located near the far end plate at ground potential.

a high electron transparency towards the detector. Especially in front of
the detector such a guarding mesh is often used in order to separate the
moderate electric ﬁeld of the spectrometer from a strong accelerating
ﬁeld further towards the detector: The low-energy electrons are accelerated further to gain optimal detection eﬃciency on the MCP surface. Even though the presence of a semi-transparent mesh lowers the
transport eﬃciency towards the detector in the ﬁrst place, the beneﬁcial eﬀect of high kinetic energies impacting the microchannel-plates
will compensate more than transmission losses.
Fig. 1 shows a 120°-cut through a simple LEE-TOF spectrometer
sketch, with a (grounded) plate (blue) including the sample (green) at
center position and a positively biased mesh (light grey) positioned at
the opposite end in front of microchannel-plates (dark grey). A series of
ring-shaped copper electrodes interconnected with resistors prevent
electrostatic ﬁeld deformations from outside the spectrometer volume.
Usually, in a TOF spectrometer the TOF diﬀerence between the
fastest and slowest electron (ΔTOF) should be maximized within the
available time range (the inverse repetition rate) to get the highestpossible TOF resolution. Fig. 2(a) shows color-coded the value of ΔTOF
in ns as function of spectrometer length and extraction voltage for
creating the constant electrostatic ﬁeld. In the white area the spectrometer cannot cover anymore the full momentum space for electrons
with maximum kinetic energy of interest (here: 30 eV). The detector
radius is assumed as 5 cm. As can be seen such an approach will result
in a rather short spectrometer with just 12 ns delta TOF at most, fairly
independent of appropriate length/bias combinations. If the spectrometer is set to be longer a higher electrostatic projection ﬁeld is needed
and even though ﬂight times may increase ΔTOF is generally smaller for
longer spectrometer.
As an example a version of 1.2 cm length and 7 V extraction voltage
is simulated assuming a detector of 50 mm radius. The uncertainties
were assumed to have Gaussian proﬁles and typically achieved FWHM
values of 0.2 mm for the x–y start position, 0.2 mm for spatial detector
resolution and 0.2 ns for time resolution (these values are used for ALL
simulations here). The resulting energy resolution (0.52 eV on average)
and resolving power dE/E is shown in Fig. 2(b) and (c) by color-coded
plots. Such a short spectrometer would be unpractical, allowing only a
very grazing angle of incidence for the ionizing beam or an excitation
along the normal with center hole in the detector, which is possible but
will reduce detection area and create blind spots for certain angles.
As a compromise, some of the momentum space may be abandoned
in order to have a longer spectrometer for a larger ΔTOF. Such a simple
spectrometer of about 5 cm length, 35 V attractive potential and 40 mm
detection radius has been successfully built and tested by Wallauer
et al. [8]. Fig. 3 shows a simulation with above-mentioned detection
uncertainty parameters resulting in a spectrometer with full momentum
coverage for electrons of up to 6 eV and an energy resolution of
500 meV for electrons of 25 eV kinetic energy. For slower electrons, the
energy resolution improves steadily by up to a factor of 10.

2. Spectrometer design
A simple TOF spectrometer that is able to project all particles (here:
electrons) onto a position- and time-sensitive detector makes use of a
constant and homogeneous electrostatic ﬁeld. Under such conditions
the trajectories can be back-traced analytically and emission angles and
kinetic energies are calculated from the time of ﬂight and detector
position x and y. Compared to a hemispherical analyzer, where the
energy is ﬁltered by a pass window and can be scanned with varying
potentials, all energies will be detected simultaneously because all
particles reach the detector, energy-discriminated by diﬀerent ﬂight
times. The major advantage of detecting all possible electrons with a
full 2π sr solid angle acceptance and a completely open energy window
is the sensitivity for dynamics, entanglement and interference, which is
the origin of two-electron events. On one hand such TOF spectrometer
with a simple projection mode compromise on energy resolution,
especially for higher energies, but on the other hand a TOF for LEE as
suggested is competitive concerning resolution, rather compact and
attractive regarding system costs.
2.1. Field-free spectrometer
In a ﬁeld-free spectrometer (e.g. as described in Ref. [9]) electrons
simply ﬂy a straight path (drift) in the direction of their initial momentum vector. Therefore, emission angles θ close to 90° are impossible
to catch with a ﬂat detector without rotating the sample (that would
also imply missing electrons from the opposite direction). Therefore, a
ﬁeld-free spectrometer cannot cover 2π sr. The ﬁeld-free spectrometer is a
special case of the short spectrometer.
2.2. Short spectrometer
The typical spectrometer length scale can be reached by low energy
electrons within a short time interval, e.g. after 100 ns an electron of 1
a.u. momentum (13.6 eV kinetic energy) traveled already more than
20 cm while the detector size is typically only 5 cm in radius (common
detector limitation). Therefore, the spectrometer must be very short or
must have a highly attractive guiding potential in order to collect the
full momentum space, i.e. even those electrons emitted at large θ angles. Such a simple TOF spectrometer can be realized with two biased
plates facing each other where a mesh can be used as plate to allow for

2.3. Long spectrometer with magnetic ﬁeld: 2e2πCS
If the spectrometer is overlain by an additional homogeneous constant magnetic ﬁeld via a set of Helmholtz coils from outside the vacuum (ﬁeld vector parallel to the electrostatic ﬁeld direction), electrons
2
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Fig. 2. (a) ΔTOF in ns as function of spectrometer length and extraction potential for 50 mm detector radius and 0–30 eV kinetic electron energies. (b) Absolute
energy resolution (RMS) and (c) resolving power dE/E of a simple spectrometer with 1.2 cm length and 7 V extraction voltage as function of emission angle θ and
kinetic energy.

are forced to follow a spiral trajectory when moving towards the detector. This conﬁnes even electrons to the spectrometer volume that
otherwise would have left due to a high parallel momentum component
at emission (the perpendicular momentum pz is along the spectrometer
axis while the parallel momentum is px or py). Fig. 4 shows such geometry with the spectrometer centered between a set of Helmholtz coils
and two example trajectories inside the spectrometer volume starting at
the sample on the left side and ending on microchannel plates on the
right side (also Fig. 1 of Ref. [7]). This scheme allows for a longer
spectrometer and/or a weaker attractive potential and thus yields
higher ﬂight times with increased ΔTOF. But since one characteristic
eﬀect of the magnetic ﬁeld is that all electrons emerging from the
sample (x,y,z) will gyrate back to the center position along the spectrometer axis while ﬂying along the z-direction towards the detector, a
limitation has to be taken into account: electrons with a time of ﬂight
close to the gyration period would all impact very near the detector
center, independent from their emission angle and energy, not allowing
for a reasonable momentum, angle or energy spectroscopy. Hence, the
spectrometer can only be operated with a certain set of parameters so
that all electrons in the 3D momentum region of interest will impact on
the detector well before the ﬁrst gyration period or well between two
such gyration knots.
The distance between two knots is given by the strength of the
magnetic ﬁeld which itself is deﬁned by the maximum electron energy
that needs to be conﬁned. For a larger detector radius a weaker magnetic ﬁeld may be chosen and the larger becomes the available ﬂight
time window for detecting the whole momentum sphere. For 0–30 eV
electrons and 50 mm detection radius the gyration period is 50 ns. Fig. 5

Fig. 4. Cut through a 2e2πCS with two electron trajectories inside. Electrons
emerge from the sample on the left side and hit a pair of microchannel plates on
the right side.

shows a Monte-Carlo simulation for such a spectrometer of 26.5 cm
length and with 100 V extraction voltage. In total 3 × 108 virtual
electrons where assigned with diﬀerent 3D momentum components for
two diﬀerent electron emission distribution: a homogeneously ﬁlled
half sphere in momentum space superimposed by a narrower distribution that shall resemble electrons from a non-dispersive energy band.
Fig. 5(a) shows a 2D slice through the azimuthal plane of the simulated
electron emission pattern into 2π sr. The narrower distribution corresponds to electron emission in an energy band around 22 eV, with θ
angles reaching up to 70° (with azimuthal symmetry).
The simulation of trajectories of the virtual electrons in the spectrometer towards the detector yields intensity plots as would be detected in an experiment. The histogram in Fig. 5(b) shows the resulting
electron intensity projected onto a plane spanned by the TOF and a
spatial detector coordinate (the intensity distribution in the x–y detector plane has azimuthal symmetry). The picture indicates that for the

Fig. 3. Simulation of cylindrical wide-angle time-of-ﬂight spectrometer. Electrons with a kinetic energy of 0 to 25 eV are guided by an electrostatic ﬁeld onto a large
area (˜50 cm²) position sensitive detector (covering up to 40 mm distance from axis). Plotted are lines of equal emission angles θ (10° step, emerging for upper left
corner) and lines of equal kinetic energies (perpendicular on angular lines) in picture (a). Color-coded is the calculated energy resolution with an estimated error of
0.2 ns ﬂight time and 0.2 mm position read out. (b) corresponding resolving power dE/E, color-coded as function of emission angle and energy. The white areas show
the θ/energy space which is not accessible.
3
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Fig. 5. Monte Carlo simulation results. (a) initial electron momentum distribution, (b) resulting intensity plot in the plane TOF versus one detector position. (c)
intensity plot as function of θ angle versus kinetic energy, (d) normalized to solid angle. For detailed explanation see text.

Fig. 6. Simulated energy resolution (a) and resolving power (b) of the spectrometer described as 2e2πCS (with FWHM values: 0.2 mm start position uncertainty,
0.2 mm spatial resolution and 0.2 ns time resolution).

resolution signiﬁcantly. It may at ﬁrst appear that the optimal position
of the ΔTOF window should be centered between two knots (to allow
for maximum radial extension of most electrons on detector impact) but
it turns out that a TOF distribution as shown here gives the best average
resolution: only few fast electrons emitted along the sample normal
(θ = 90° = spectrometer axis) appear near the ﬁrst node, followed by
the majority of electrons emitted at all angles and energies. The histogram Fig. 5(c) shows an intensity plot ﬁlled by the same virtual
events where the increasing intensity towards higher angles and energies is visible due to the solid angle eﬀect caused by the integration
over all azimuthal angles φ. Hence, it can be considered to normalize
the distribution by dividing each bin content by sinθ and Ekin as
shown in histogram (d). Then the homogeneously ﬁlled momentum
space is transferred into a corresponding φ-integrated angle-energy
picture. Such a correction is most often not necessary because 3D-data
are rather cut in slices then integrated over angles (see for example 3DARPES data in Ref. [16–18]).
The calculated root mean square (RMS) energy resolution values of
the spectrometer and the resolving power dE/E as function of θ and Ekin

given magnetic and electrostatic ﬁeld strengths combination all emitted
electrons reach the detector within the two gyration knots at 50 and
100 ns (given by the strength of the magnetic ﬁeld of 0.714 m T) and
within the detector limits (radius 50 mm). While in Fig. 3(a) the electron distribution is cut oﬀ at the detector radius of 40 mm it is now
bended by the magnetic ﬁeld and kept inside the spectrometer. In real
space, indicated in Fig. 4, the trajectories of electrons follow spiral
curves at diﬀerent radius’ depending on energy and θ emission angle as
they drift towards the detector. After 50 ns all electrons ﬁnished their
ﬁrst spiral turn and would appear at the center of the detector if they
reached it at this time. If the spectrometer geometry is chosen properly
this can be avoided and all electrons hit the detector after that and
before the next spiral node at 100 ns. Here, the fastest electrons with
30 eV are detected after 53 ns, while electrons with zero initial kinetic
energy are accelerated by the electrostatic ﬁeld ending up at 90 ns arrival time. Thus, introducing the trajectory conﬁnement due to the
super-imposed magnetic ﬁeld, ΔTOF is increased from 12 ns (short
spectrometer in Fig. 2) by a factor of three to about 37 ns (allowing for
measurements with a repetition rate up to 27 MHz). This increases the
4
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Fig. 7. Photoemission data taken with hν
=25 eV from Pb[111], Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 and an
about 40 nm thin ﬁlm of polycrystalline silver
deposited on a Si-wafer. (a) ratio between
single photoemission events and coincident
events (doubles). The ratio is integrated from
θ = 0° to the θ value on axis. (b) center cut of
0.2 a.u. thickness through the 3D-ARPES data
of the Ag ﬁlm presented as parallel momentum
versus kinetic energy.

are shown in Fig. 6. The full momentum half sphere can be detected,
now without trade-oﬀ and with higher resolution of 0.136 eV (RMS) on
average (comparable to the design in Fig. 3 that misses full acceptance),
resulting in a practical version of a spectrometer (S) for two electrons
(2e) with full acceptance angle (2π) and single particle detection in
coincidence (C): 2e2πCS. Although this spectrometer type is also suitable for single-electron spectroscopy it is the full acceptance capability
which makes the concept unique, being a prerequisite for eﬀective
coincidence spectroscopy.

lower average count rate per pulse this give rise to detection events
with two single electrons that were independently emitted from the
target, counterfeiting a coincident two-electron event. These false coincidences can produce a large background in addition to the true coincidence events because their cross section is much lower compared to
the emission of single electrons.
Example: With 1 kHz repetition rate of the ionization source and a
detector count rate of 1 kHz (that includes single and multiple events)
the false coincidence rate is 184 Hz, created according to Poisson statistics

2.4. Limitations by the detector’s multi hit tolerance and presence of false
coincidence events

P (k ) = e−λ

λk
k!

with single events k = 1, double events k = 2, multiple events k > 1
and rate parameter λ = 1 = count rate / repetition rate. However, if
the same particle rate of 1 kHz is planned with a source at 1 MHz repetition rate (λ = 0.001) one can reduce beam intensity per shot by a
factor of 1000 and it would take in average 1000 shots to detect one
electron. In this case, random coincidences would be occurring just at
0.5 Hz.
The true coincidence rate at low excitation energies of about 25 eV
photons and with typical metal probes is roughly 1% of the single
photoemission current (Fig. 7a), which results in the above example in
3.68 Hz rate of true coincidences at 1 kHz pulse rate (1% of all single
events and not counting multiple events). Hence, the false coincidences
(184 Hz) would create a background of 5000% over the true coincidences (3.68 Hz). So obviously, the signal to noise ratio for coincidences suﬀers from low repetition rates. For 1 MHz pulse rate and
same detector count rate the false coincidence background is down to
5% of the true coincidence rate.
Therefore, for a laser system operating at only 1 kHz the detector
count rate should not be higher than 20 Hz. Even if the complete momentum space is covered it would take in this case 6 days experimental
up-time to ﬁll a two-electron histogram with 105 real counts and also
105 false counts.

Above simulations do not take into account limitations that are
introduced by the need for coincident two-electron detection in correlation experiments. Even if the 2e2πCS can cover the whole momentum
range of interest, eﬀects of limited detector eﬃciency, especially in case
of double hits must be taken into account. This may not only increase
measurement time but also aﬀect the measured emission cross sections.
At least such adverse eﬀects must be known and quantiﬁed to possibly
correct for or at least to acknowledge limitations for certain relative
emission patterns.
The dead time for multi-hit events of the hexagonal detector in
combination with a fast analog to digital data acquisition system (fADC)
can be roughly described as ΔR [mm] + ΔTOF [ns] < 10 (values of
5 mm ΔR and 3 ns ΔTOF have been reported in Ref. [8]). Only if two
hits are very close to each other in time and space, all signals (six position and one timing signal for each hit) merge and intermix with each
other while for instance two spatially separated hits even at the exact
same time can possibly be reconstructed because only some signals may
merge but not all. If coincident electrons up to 30 eV kinetic energy are
distributed isotropically, the simulated 2e2πCS can accept over 98% of
all possible coincidences. Only some multi-hit events will be lost due to
the dead time, in well-known relative momentum regimes. An experimental set up like a Dual-Themis Ref. [12] with +-15° angle acceptance
and maximum energy window for each device can collect on this scale
only 0.1% of all possible events. In addition to this geometric collection
eﬃciency also the transmission of meshes (typically around 80%) and
the quantum eﬃciency of the detector (25%–40% if electrons hit the
MCP perpendicular and with kinetic energies between 100 eV and
500 eV, according to technical information of Hamamatsu) must be
taken into account if the overall detection probability is of interest.
Accordingly, two-electron events will be detected with approximately
10% eﬃciency if one mesh is used to accelerate electrons between
spectrometer and detector to around 500 eV. The total detection eﬃciency for particles can be enhanced if MCP with a bigger open area
ratio (OAR) are used (e.g. “funnel MCPs” with an OAR of 90% in Ref.
[15]).
In an eﬀort to reduce data collection time in pulsed-mode operation
at low repetition rates photon or ionizing particle intensity can be
maximized so that up to one electron per pulse is detected. But even at

2.5. Experimental results
Fig. 7(b) shows an example of experimental data from a polycrystalline silver target with the photoemission intensity from single
electron events color coded in log scale. In this experiment the simple
principle of the short spectrometer was combined with a magnetic ﬁeld
(early 2e2πCS prototype).
Electrons with kinetic energies above 16.9 eV and up to Fermi-level
(EF =20.7 eV) have their origin in the 5s+5p-band, while the much
stronger 4d-band emission can be seen between 13.2 eV and 16.9 eV.
Intensity below 13.2 eV is created by secondary electrons that form a
typical sloping background and represent almost 90% of the total
spectral weight. I.e. a single electron has about a 10% chance to escape
the solid without inelastic scattering. If the origin of a two electron
event is for example such a scatter process and both electrons would
again start with a 10% chance to escape the solid, the probability to
5
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Fig. 8. the ﬁrst histogram (a) shows the recorded coincidence data on logarithmic scale
while in (b) is shown a false coincidence map
generated by mixed single electron events to
simulate the background. The histogram (c)
shows the background corrected version of (a)
on linear intensity scale. For histogram (d) the
angle in detector plane between two electrons
of a pair is calculated.

pronounced sp-sp interaction at an energy sum (Esum) from 12.6 eV to
16.4 eV (between the two highest diagonal lines in histogram 8 c),
followed by the much stronger pronounced sp-d interaction (Esum from
8.8 eV to 12.6 eV) and an even more pronounced d-d interaction (Esum
from 5.1 eV to 8.8 eV). Due to the correlation eﬀect with the involved dband, electrons from the sp-band have a stronger spectral weight in
double photoemission spectra compared to single photoemission
spectra (see Ref. [19] for a more detailed discussion). To further demonstrate the principle of momentum spectroscopy a new coordinate
has been calculated from the raw data (time and position) for each
coincident event: The angle between two electrons in the parallel momentum plane which is equivalent to the detector plane

detect both electrons (without further inelastic scattering) will be only
1%. Fig. 7(a) shows photoemission data taken at 25 eV photon energy
with a spectrometer that covers almost the complete solid angle for all
kinetic energies. Plotted is the yield of coincident electrons in percentage with respect to the single photoemission yield as a function of the
acceptance angle θ. For most samples at this excitation energy the coincident rate is close to 1% of the single photoemission current if the
full acceptance angle is used. Clearly the high temperature superconductor Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8, known to be a highly correlated material,
show a much higher correlation yield.
Regarding the coincidence data, a huge variation of histograms can
be created by calculating new coordinates (e.g. center of mass of two
electrons) and setting gates on variables (e.g. map the center of mass
only if one electron has a parallel momentum around a certain value).
The data set can always be re-analyzed and all recorded single particle
events, which includes single-hit and multi-hit events, will be sorted
again into the deﬁned histograms. Here, and without any gates, only
the very common histogram is shown where the kinetic energy of one
electron is plotted versus the kinetic energy of the second electron, see
Fig. 8(a) in log scale. Since both electrons are indistinguishable the
histogram is mirrored along the diagonal. The white line marks the
maximally allowed two-electron energy sum for true coincidences. Due
to a comparable high event rate the background from false coincidences
beyond the white line is clearly visible.
The second histogram (Fig. 8b) was created by a random mix of
single electron events (not been recorded as coincidences) and shows
the structure of the false coincidence background which is used to
subtract the random background in the coincidence data plot and
generate histogram (c) in Fig. 8. The main double photoemission is
generated from electrons of the 4d-band that already creates a much
higher spectral weight in the single electron spectra (Fig. 7) compared
to the 5s-5p-band. The 4d-band single photoemission starts about
3.8 eV below the Fermi edge that can be found around 20.7 eV kinetic
energy. Accordingly, the pair emission with 4d-band electrons involved
starts also 3.8 eV below the two-electron Fermi edge at 16.4 eV. In accordance to Ref. [19] the same steps can be identiﬁed as electron pair
emission with diﬀerent involved energy bands: At ﬁrst the weak

→
e ∙→
e2 ⎞
ϕ = cos−1 ⎜⎛ →1 →
⎟
⎝ | e1| ∙ | e2| ⎠
Fig. 8(d) shows this angle between electrons with respect to their
energy sum marked again with white lines at the same energy steps as
described above. The majority of electron pairs follow a back to back
emission that is more pronounced if the d-band is involved. The background correction, if needed, must be done for every new histogram
separately by using again random mixed single events as described
before.
3. Conclusion
To realize 2e2πCS as a spectrometer (S) for two electrons (2e) with
full acceptance angle (2π) and single particle detection in coincidence
(C) the approach from Hattass et al. ([7] 2004) is very suitable. Here
the same spectrometer is simulated for lower electron energies with
over the years improved time resolution and bigger detection area.
Such a 2e2πCS has an acceptance of more than 98% for randomly
distributed coincident electrons with an average energy resolution of
0.136 eV and an upper bound of the resolution of 0.4 eV. The high twoelectron acceptance in combination with a possible high repetition rate
up to 27 MHz paves the way to gathering the complete electron emission picture within a short data acquisition time.
6
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While some experiments on coincident electrons operate at higher
energies or need a higher energy resolution to address speciﬁc questions Ref. [14] the here-described 2e2πCS approaches a more general
instrument with moderate energy resolution but the beneﬁt of getting
“the complete picture”. A possible future zoom function allowing control of the energy window and acceptance angle for gaining resolution
could certainly broaden the application range.
As a design variation a 2e2πCS may contain a reﬂecting electrode: In
geometry similar as in Fig. 1 the target would be placed just above the
guarding mesh (next to the MCP stack). With the target facing upward
(i.e. away from the detector) and sharing the mesh potential, electrons
emitted outwards up to a certain kinetic energy (being a function of the
emission angle) are turned back by the negatively biased electrode
(terminating mesh) on the far spectrometer end, thus driving electrons
towards the detector. As in the standard 2e2πCS design the electron
trajectories are controlled by the homogenous electrostatic spectrometer ﬁeld and the magnetic ﬁeld. Simulations have shown that the
presence of a small target shading the central detector part does not
remarkably reduce the momentum sphere acceptance. Only those
electrons emitted into a very small cone around 90° (spectrometer axis)
are lost. On the other hand, this geometry may simplify target preparation and access, allowing a wider range of incident beam angle and,
as a side eﬀect, can improve the energy resolution for certain emission
angles compared to the non-reﬂective 2e2πCS design.
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